
Earthling Security Launches Secure 
Collaboration 

Platform: EarthlingDocs™



Earthling Security, LLC is pleased to announce that the company has launched its secure content 
collaboration platform EarthlingDocs™. This platform can be used by customers for secure document 
sharing and collaboration. Users have the option to use the tool within a cloud environment or on- 
premise providing key flexibility and control. For optimal use and added security customers can 
use EarthlingDocs in Earthling’s managed secure cloud platform, EarthlingCloud, in either Amazon Web 
Services (AWS) or Microsoft Azure.
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Central Repository: manage all content - 

on-premise, in the cloud, or both1
Secure Mobile app available. Send any 

file from any device from anywhere 

Customizable collaboration work flows 

and tasks lists

Document Version and access control 

 

Meta tagging of any file type 
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Cloud-enabled: only pay for what 

you use 

Full search capability 6
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Store & Collaborate

EarthlingDocs™ delivers a secure and robust document management platform that meets the mobility
and collaboration needs of users and the data security requirements of the enterprise. Securing data is 
critical to every enterprise and is a responsibility that is taken very seriously by the Earthling Team. 
EarthlingDocs™ is a secure and controlled alternative to the many free or low-cost data sharing 
applications available to end users. By offering a self-contained server based and a SaaS version of the 
platform, users have the flexibility to the either fully control the environment for compliance purposes 
or leverage the SaaS based version as desired. Features and functions include:



Remote Wipe from 
Mobile App

Zero-knowledge 
encryption enabled

Users establish VPN 
connections to document 

portal over TLS1.2

Self-contained secure server 
version available

All documents are versioned to 
each save, each document can 
be tracked and go back to time

Auditing: who accessed 
what, when, and what 

did they do?

Users can authenticate 
using Active Directory or 

LDAP

User-based 
permissions

Secure, full-feature, 
mobile access: your data 

is safe all the time

Be Secure & Compliant

Users can use Multi-factor 
authenticator while connecting 
VPN and accessing document 

portal

All documents are encrypted 
and stored in AWS S3 which is 

99.999999999% durable

Securely share within 
organization and outside 

organization. (Using encryption 
and password)

Lock and wipe data remotely 
from any lost or stolen device 

to keep your data safe no 
matter what happens

Data Back and 
Redundancy options

EarthlingDocs™ is a premier secure document management and collaboration platform. 
EarthlingDocs™ offers a range of capabilities, and can be utilized to support simple secure file 

sharing (a secure dropbox-like solution) or a full, robust Enterprise Content Management system.

Dynamic Malware Protection - EarthlingDocs provides an 
antivirus option that scans uploaded documents/files for

threats posed by malware.



The EarthlingDocs™ solution combined with the EarthlingCloud™ platform provides a 
complete Compliance-as-a-Service approach to security and governance that is perfect for 
enterprises preparing for regulatory certification, audits or on-going compliance program 
efforts (HIPAA, FedRAMP, PCI etc.). The EarthlingCloud™ is the perfect platform to attain 
regulatory compliance and certification for FedRAMP, FISMA, HIPAA and PCI.

These capabilities can be provided via the platform, are accessible by any 
device securely. The flexibility in the EarthlingDocs deployment model helps 
meet a range of federal information security standards including FedRAMP, 

FISMA, HIPPA, and PCI.



CONTACT

Give us a call. 
info@earthlingcloud.com 
General Inquiries: 202-445-4959 
SOC\NOC\Support: 1-888-500-2578

You can trust us

Earthling Security is an SBA 8(a) 
certified small business with 
extensive years of delivering 

security and technology solutions 
to both the public sector and to 

commercial enterprises.

EarthlingCloud is a secure and 
managed cloud infrastructure for 
enterprises who want to realize 

the full power of services like AWS, 
Microsoft Azure, and other secure 

enterprise solutions. Earthling 
specializes in providing unique 
bundled services by combining 
secure hosting with managed 
compliance. This is known as

'Compliance-as-a-service' or CaaS.

About us

www.earthlingcloud.com/earthlingdocs


